NOTEBOOK PUBLISHING
YOUR WORDS. IN PRINT. WORLDWIDE.

Website: www.notebookpublishing.co
Email:
authors@notebookpublishing.co.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/NotebookPublishing

WELCOME TO
NOTEBOOK PUBLISHING
Thank you for your interest in publishing your book with us - a UK-based book publishers, providing authors across the globe
with publishing solutions and access to a number of Must Haves within the publishing world. Whether you are interested in
publishing a collection of short stories, an autobiography, or the next best-seller to take the world by storm, we understand
and share the passion authors have for books; we feel the passion not only when we read, but also when we ourselves individual members of the Notebook Publishing team - put pen to paper. Essentially, we believe the best publishers are those
who write themselves.
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With significant technological developments witnessed during the past decade, times of self-publishing have changed dramatically. No longer is
self-publishing considered ‘vanity press’; rather, the option of self-publication is now viewed as a cost-effective method of getting a book into print,
and offers authors the additional fundamental elements of retaining complete control and maintaining rights - not forgetting royalties.
Nevertheless, it remains that the route of self-publishing is commonly plagued with obstacles, such as in regard to distribution and marketing.
However, with first-hand experience of such challenges, our team has worked to develop tools and packages centred on overcoming these
difficulties, and thus we ensure all authors publishing with Notebook Publishing are never in a position of having their book in print but lacking the
resources and potential to make sales.
No longer is publishing a worrying prospect filled with uncertainty and ponderings of What If? Now, publishing can be an enjoyable and exciting
journey, taking your book from folios to print in a very short time.
To success!
With warm regards,
The Notebook Publishing team.

WHY CHOOSE TO 		
SELF-PUBLISH?
Throughout the years, there has been much debate on the pros and cons associated with self-publishing. However, now
that the main obstacles associated with self-print, i.e. distribution and marketing, have been overcome through the adoption
of NP’s tools, the pros are numerous. When discussing the advantages with our team the advantage of such a route, the
following were amongst the most widely acknowledged:
•

Complete control: Traditional publishing can often go hand-in-hand with a loss of control in terms of the way in which the book is
presented, i.e. cover, genre, typesetting and formatting, etc., as well as the rights afforded to the publisher. Through choosing to self-publish,
you maintain complete control and retain all rights.

•

Royalties: It is estimated that, on average, an author published through a traditional publishing house will earn around 7% of the cover price,
meaning there needs to be a lot of sales before a substantial royalty cheque tumbles through the letterbox. Self-publishing allows authors to
keep 100% of all profits. What’s more, all of our authors—irrespective of the package purchased—receive any payments due on a monthly
basis.

•

Time: Self-publishing and time-efficiency go hand-in-hand. Gone are the days of waiting several months—years, even—for the book
accepted by a publishing house to be seen on the shelves. No longer is there an abundance of missed sales opportunities whilst someone
approves this and signs off on that. With NP, book publication can be initiated and completed within as little as a week!

•

Achievement: One of the most commonly stated ambitions amongst people is to write and publish a book, and through publishing with NP,
this can be achieved quickly and easily. There is rarely a story more special than one’s own or that of a person’s life. Such stories no longer
need to go untold, and that lifetime goal of publishing a book can be achieved.

Of course, you may have many other reasons…

The dream of opening a publishing house, helping writers
to see their work in print, and increasing the flow and
abundance of books to readers are all elements forming
the foundation of Notebook Publishing. Every single
member of our team has a passion for books, reading
and writing, and we, as a company, want to help writers
across the globe achieve their dreams of seeing their
books in print, lining the shelves in bookstores, being
read and reviewed by thousands; it seems only right
since we’ve achieved our dream of facilitating this.
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Our objective
s to succeed.
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We achieve this objective through offering five different
publishing packages, which we believe will fulfil writers’
requirements and help them to succeed in the literary
world.

OUR PACKAGES...

OUR MISSION

BASIC — £399
•
•

Paperback availability
Digital formatting and distribution

•
•

E-book availability
Electronic proof

BASIC PLUS — £695
•
•

ISBN assignment
Worldwide availability via Ingram Distribution

•
•

Barcode generation
Monthly royalty payments

The Basic publishing package is ideal for the author who is simply looking to publish their book(s) as time- and cost-effectively as possible.
The Basic publication process involves making the book available as an e-book—through Amazon’s Kindle format—as well as in paperback, which will be made available to hundreds
of distributors, retailers and wholesalers across the globe. The manuscript and cover do not go through any changes; what is submitted to us is exactly what will be digitally formatted
and distributed. You simply set your retail price and wholesale discount (if applicable), and we do the rest. The book will be assigned an ISBN, a barcode will be generated, and the book
made available for print through Ingram’s Distribution channels1.
All Basic authors receive royalties due monthly2.
Timescales: All Basic publishing package elements to be fulfilled within 5 working days

•
•
•
•

Paperback availability
• E-book availability
Barcode generation
• Digital formatting and distribution
Paperback books x10
• Bookmarks x50
YouTube™ video or blog entry dedicated to your book’s release

•
•
•
•

Template cover availability
UK copyright registration
Online press release (50 submissions)
Monthly royalty payments

•
•
•

ISBN assignment
Proof copy of book
Worldwide availability via Ingram Distribution

The Basic publishing package is ideal for those authors seeking time- and cost-effective publication, as well as a little assistance in marketing and achieving
an online presence.
The Basic Plus publication process involves making the book available as an e-book—through Amazon’s Kindle format—as well as in paperback, which will be made available to
hundreds of distributors, retailers and wholesalers across the globe. Whilst the manuscript does not go through any changes—what is submitted to us is exactly what will be digitally
formatted and distributed—our extensive Book Cover Templates range is made available to you for selection. The cover can be customised with your choice of fonts (see the Notebook
Publishing Fonts Guide), incorporating the book title, author name and blurb of your choice.
Once the cover and manuscript have been compiled into print-ready format by our dedicated team, a proof copy of the book will be generated and shipped to you for approval. Upon
your confirmation, the work will be documented with the UK Copyright Registration Office; you will be sent a link to your copyright certificate. At this point, you simply set your retail price
and wholesale discount (if applicable), and we do the rest. The book will be assigned an ISBN, a barcode will be generated, and the book made available for print through Ingram’s
Distribution channels1.
Once officially published, we will then have 10 copies of your book printed and shipped to you, along with 50 bookmarks. Your own Press Release will also be submitted to 50 different
sources through our marketing department.
Finally, as a way of helping to establish an online presence for yourself as an author and for your newly published book, we will either create a video (to be made available through
Notebook Publishing’s YouTube™ channel) or pen a Blog entry (to be made available through Notebook Publishing’s official blog) highlighting the release of your book, thus helping
to improve exposure for your book.
All Basic Plus authors receive royalties due every quarter2.
Timescales: All Basic Plus publishing package elements to be fulfilled within 7 working days

INTERMEDIARY — £1,195
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paperback availability
• Hardback availability
Electronic galleys
• ISBN assignment x2
UK copyright registration • Proof copy of book
Paperback books x15
• Hardback books x5
Google and Amazon search • Monthly royalty payments
YouTube™ video or blog entry dedicated to your book’s release

•
•
•
•
•

E-book availability
Barcode generation x2
Books In Print registration
Bookmarks x100
Online press release (100 submissions)

•
•
•
•

Template cover availability
Digital formatting and distribution
Worldwide availability via Ingram Distribution
Image Insertion (up to 10 black and white)

The Intermediary publishing package is considered most suited to authors wanting to establish themselves as active writers, and those who are looking to
optimise their sales through establishing a good online presence and holding a number of books ‘in stock’ ready for sale.
The Intermediary publication process involves making the book available as an e-book—through Amazon’s Kindle format—as well as in paperback and hardback format, which will be
made available to hundreds of distributors, retailers and wholesalers across the globe. Whilst the manuscript does not go through any changes—what is submitted to us is exactly what
will be digitally formatted and distributed—our extensive Book Cover Templates range is made available to you for selection. The cover can be customised with your choice of fonts
(see the Notebook Publishing Fonts Guide), incorporating the book title, author name and blurb of your choice. In addition, this package also allows the inclusion of up to 10 black and
white images to be included in the book’s pages.
Once the cover and manuscript have been compiled into print-ready format by our dedicated team, electronic galleys, as well as a proof copy (paperback), of the book will be generated
and sent to you for approval. Upon your confirmation, the work will be documented with the UK Copyright Registration Office; you will be sent a link to your copyright certificate.
At this point, you simply set your retail price and wholesale discount (if applicable), and we do the rest. The book will be assigned two ISBNs (one for paperback, one for hardback), a
barcode will be generated, and the book made available for print through Ingram’s Distribution channels and Books In Print1. Once officially published, we will then have 15 copies of
your book printed and shipped to you in paperback format and 5 in hardback format, along with 100 bookmarks.
Upon the availability of your book, we will give you the option of including your book in Google and Amazon searches—a service that can help readers and prospective customers
to find your book, and help to improve your online presence as an author. Subsequently, your own Press Release will be copy edited and tweaked by our in-house professionals and
submitted to 100 different sources through our marketing department.

Finally, as a way of helping to establish an online presence for yourself as an author and for your newly published book, we will either create a video (to be made available through
Notebook Publishing’s YouTube™ channel) or pen a Blog entry (to be made available through Notebook Publishing’s official blog) highlighting the release of your book, thus helping
to improve exposure for your book.
All Intermediary authors receive royalties due every month2.
Timescales: All Intermediary publishing package elements to be fulfilled within 7 working days

SUPERIOR — £2,195
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paperback availability
• Hardback availability
Typesetting of book
• Electronic galleys
Barcode generation x2
• Digital formatting and distribution
Books In Print registration
• Paperback books x25
Worldwide availability via Ingram Distribution
Image Insertion (up to 10 black and white)
Proofreading and copy editing (up to 75,000 words)
YouTube™ video dedicated to your book’s release
Blog entry on Notebook Publishing’s blog, dedicated to your book’s release

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E-book availability
• Custom full-colour cover
Hard copy galleys
• ISBN assignment x2
UK copyright registration
• Proof copy of book
Hardback books x15
• Bookmarks x150
Inclusion in the Ingram Advance Catalogue
Google and Amazon search
Online press release – SEO edition (200 submissions)
Author page on the Notebook Publishing website
Monthly royalty payments

The Superior publishing package is one of our high-end publishing packages, aimed at those authors seeking to give their writing career 100% dedication and
commitment, looking to optimise their sales through establishing a good online presence and holding a number of books ‘in stock’ ready for sale.
The Superior publication process involves making the book available as an e-book—through Amazon’s Kindle format—as well as in paperback and hardback format, which will be
made available to hundreds of distributors, retailers and wholesalers across the globe, including through Ingram’s Distribution channels, Books In Print1, as well as in the Ingram Advance
Catalogue, which targets 13,000 individual book sellers.
One of the most exciting aspects of this package is the completely customised and unique book cover design. You will have direct correspondence with our Design team, who will
work with you when developing the most apt and visually appealing cover for your book; you can have as much creative input as you would like or otherwise leave it entirely up to our
professional staff. Whichever option you prefer, your book cover will be exactly as you desire3.
Whilst book cover design is in-process, our skilled and competent editors will proofread and copy edit your manuscript (up to 75,000 words) to confirm it goes to print error-free and
fulfils your objectives. Typesetting will also be completed, ensuring your book looks professional and will be aesthetically pleasing to your readers.
Upon the compilation of the cover and manuscript into print-ready format by our dedicated team, electronic and hard-copy galleys, as well as a proof copy (paperback), of the book
will be generated and sent to you for approval. Upon your confirmation, the work will be documented with the UK Copyright Registration Office; you will be sent a link to your copyright
certificate.

At this point, you simply set your retail price and wholesale discount (if applicable), and we do the rest. The book will be assigned two ISBNs (one for paperback, one for hardback), a
barcode will be generated, and the book made available for print.
Once officially published, we will then have 25 copies of your book printed and shipped to you in paperback format and 15 in hardback format, along with 150 bookmarks.
Upon the availability of your book, we will give you the option of including your book in Google and Amazon searches—a service that can help readers and prospective customers to
find your book, and help to improve your online presence as an author. Subsequently, we will write a unique and targeted Online Press Release, utilising SEO, which will be submitted
to 200 different sources through our marketing department.
Finally, as a way of helping to establish an online presence for yourself as an author and for your newly published book, we will create both a video (to be made available through
Notebook Publishing’s YouTube™ channel) and pen a Blog entry (to be made available through Notebook Publishing’s official blog) highlighting the release of your book, thus helping
to improve exposure for your book. We will then create and maintain an individual author page on the Notebook Publishing website, providing a biography, contact details, a portfolio of
published works, and links to where readers can purchase your book(s).
All Superior authors receive royalties due every month2.
Timescales: All Superior publishing package elements to be fulfilled within 7 working days

EXCLUSIVE — £3,395
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paperback availability
• Hardback availability
Typesetting of book
• Electronic galleys
Barcode generation x2
• Digital formatting and distribution
Books In Print registration • Paperback books x50
Proofreading and copy editing (up to 125,000 words)
Inclusion in the Ingram Advance Catalogue
Google and Amazon search			
YouTube™ video dedicated to your book’s release
Monthly royalty payments			

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E-book availability
• Custom full-colour cover
Hard copy galleys
• ISBN assignment x2
UK copyright registration
• Proof copy of book
Hardback books x20
• Bookmarks x200
Worldwide availability via Ingram Distribution
Image Insertion (up to 15 black and white)
Online press release – SEO edition (300 submissions)
Author page on the Notebook Publishing website
Blog entry on Notebook Publishing’s blog, dedicated to your book’s release

Our Exclusive publishing package is our very best, all-encompassing package, and provides the very best of our services. We believe this package is most
suitable for those authors with a perhaps longer-than-average word count, who are seeking to give their writing career 100% dedication and commitment,
looking to optimise their sales through establishing an excellent online presence and holding a number of books ‘in stock’ ready for sale.
The Exclusive publication process involves making the book available as an e-book—through Amazon’s Kindle format—as well as in paperback and hardback format, which will be
made available to hundreds of distributors, retailers and wholesalers across the globe, including through Ingram’s Distribution channels, Books In Print1, as well as in the Ingram Advance
Catalogue, which targets 13,000 individual book sellers.
One of the most exciting aspects of this package is the completely customised and unique book cover design. You will have direct correspondence with our Design team, who will
work with you when developing the most apt and visually appealing cover for your book; you can have as much creative input as you would like or otherwise leave it entirely up to our
professional staff. Whichever option you prefer, your book cover will be exactly as you desire3.
Whilst book cover design is in-process, our skilled and competent editors will proofread and copy edit your manuscript (up to 125,000 words) to confirm it goes to print error-free and
fulfils your objectives. Typesetting will also be completed, ensuring your book looks professional and will be aesthetically pleasing to your readers.

Upon the compilation of the cover and manuscript into print-ready format by our dedicated team, electronic and hard-copy galleys, as well as a proof copy (paperback), of the book
will be generated and sent to you for approval. Upon your confirmation, the work will be documented with the UK Copyright Registration Office; you will be sent a link to your copyright
certificate.
At this point, you simply set your retail price and wholesale discount (if applicable), and we do the rest. The book will be assigned two ISBNs (one for paperback, one for hardback), a
barcode will be generated, and the book made available for print.
Once officially published, we will then have 50 copies of your book printed and shipped to you in paperback format and 20 in hardback format, along with 200 bookmarks.
Upon the availability of your book, we will give you the option of including your book in Google and Amazon searches—a service that can help readers and prospective customers to
find your book, and helps to improve your online presence as an author. Subsequently, we will write a unique and targeted Online Press Release, utilising SEO, which will be submitted
to 300 different sources through our marketing department.
Finally, as a way of helping to establish an online presence for yourself as an author and for your newly published book, we will create both a video (to be made available through
Notebook Publishing’s YouTube™ channel) and pen a Blog entry (to be made available through Notebook Publishing’s official blog) highlighting the release of your book, thus helping
to improve exposure for your book. We will then create and maintain an individual author page on the Notebook Publishing website, providing a biography, contact details, a portfolio of
published works, and links to where readers can purchase your book(s).
All Exclusive authors receive royalties due every month2.
Timescales: All Superior publishing package elements to be fulfilled within 10 working days

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Typing Service: If your manuscript is available only in hard copy format, we will type your manuscript into electronic format
for you. The charge is £4.25 per page (Times New Roman size 10, 1.15 line spacing).
Manuscript copy editing: Should you wish to have your manuscript copy edited, but do not wish to opt for either the Superior
or Exclusive publishing packages, this service can be added to your package at a charge of £8.90 per 1,000 words.
Typesetting: If you would like your manuscript typeset, ensuring your book prints professionally and in adherence to
publishing industry standards, but do not wish to opt for our Exclusive publishing package, this service can be added to your
package at a charge of £1.35 per page.

1
Timescales will differ in terms of when the book becomes available through Ingram’s partners and/or Books In Print. In the days and weeks following publication, more
and more distributors, retailers and wholesalers will make the book available through their own channels/outlets. Notebook Publishing has no direct control of this.
2
All royalties to be paid every month, 3 months’ after sales. For example, earnings from January sales to be paid in April. A minimum of £5.00 royalties to be
earned before payment is submitted. A 5% charge for the payment of all royalties is applicable, i.e. for every £1.00, Notebook Publishing reserves £0.10 to cover
administration and the processing of payments.

Once a customised book cover concept has been chosen, three rounds of revisions/changes can be made to the design before subsequent charges apply. Each
additional round of amendments will incur a fee of £25.00.
3

